Every Last Jew
A Teenage Boy’s Story of Survival
Never take another day for granted after hearing this
harrowing tale of courage and survival that leads Henry to
freedom after being liberated by Black American GI’s who are
themselves fighting racism and inequality in a segregated U.S.
military.
Advance Praise
“This compelling story makes you feel like you are right there, running with every
survival instinct to escape the Holocaust.”
—Barbara Boxer, Author, former US Senator.
“A gripping retelling of the numbing hunger, the blind drive for being, and the
overwhelming anguish of suffering that puts one alongside the hero [Henry]. Yet
somehow his humanity, his Jewish spark of decency, lifts him above all horror to
give meaning to the words, L’Chaim- to LIfe!”
—Rabbi Ben Tzion Welton
Executive Director, Vaad of Northern California.

Description
Experience firsthand what it’s like to struggle for your life in one of the most
diabolical and murderous events in human history—The Nazi plan to exterminate
every last Jew in Europe.
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Gain insights as to why the Nazis, and Hitler in particular, hated the Jews, making
them the enemy of society, and labeling them Untermenschen—subhuman.
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This true-to-life story shines as a beacon of hope and perseverance and serves
as a backdrop-narrative that reminds us that racism and hate can lead to
murderous behavior and the rapid destruction of civil society.

Cost

In Every Last Jew, Mark Koperweis beautifully retells his father Henry’s amazing
story of survival that takes you on an unimaginable journey that is up-close,
personal, and in full living horror. When you emerge, you will never see the world
or your life in the same way. It will change you, as it did Henry, forever!
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Contributors
Mark Koperweis is co-founder and Executive Director of the Henry Koperweis
Foundation for Holocaust Education, a non-profit organization dedicated to
educating the public about the atrocities committed by the Nazis against the
Jews of Europe.
He lives in Oakland, California, where he owns and operates a successful
window coverings business—draperyGuru®.
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This is his first book, compiled from hours of recorded interviews with his father
Henry—the subject of this memoir.
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